Sniff, hello everyone. Sniff. My name is Noisy.
Sniff, I have a special nose and I do clever things like shout out “Beep!!” whenever I smell smoke...
...even before the fire can be seen.
Do you know that when you’re asleep, your nose is asleep too? So you won’t be able to smell anything.
Smoke is very dangerous and it can really hurt people. That’s why the family were crawling low under the smoke.

So, I am very important. I should be sitting on the ceiling in every home to make sure everyone’s safe. You should have at least one smoke alarm in the hallway on each floor.
You should also test me once a week to make sure my battery is working fine.
Oh, my battery needs changing...
Before I say goodbye, I’d like to introduce you to my friends...
This is FLASHY. He flashes to warn people who can’t hear.
Hello!
And this is SHAKY! She vibrates to warn people who can’t hear or see.
You can buy me in lots of shops for just a few pounds. Remember! Every safe home should have a smoke alarm.